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Barron’s fifth annual list of the 100 Most Influential Women in U.S. Finance honors women who have achieved positions 
of prominence in the financial-services industry and are helping to shape its future. Our list, chosen by a panel of Barron’s 

writers and editors, is based on external and internal nominations, and includes executives at major U.S. companies, 
investment managers and securities analysts, and public servants and policy makers. All are based in the U.S.

Stocks have been on a winning streak, but Sarah Ketterer, 
CEO of Causeway Capital Management, says “there are plenty 
of undervalued stocks across a whole array of industries” just 
waiting to be discovered.

“You name the sector, and there’s something attractive there 
that the market has overlooked,” Ketterer says. Artificial 
intelligence and the new wave of weight-loss drugs “have been 
two gigantic areas of market movement, and yet there’s so 
much else out there,” she adds.

To help its researchers identify those stocks, Causeway has 
invested in AI-powered large language models that make the 
firm’s vast quantities of research documents easily searchable 
and readily accessible.

“That means we can cover more stocks from a research 
perspective more quickly,” Ketterer says.

Ketterer, 63, and Harry Hartford founded Causeway in 2001, 
and the firm has $45 billion in assets under management. She 
previously worked for the Hotchkis & Wiley division of Merrill 
Lynch Investment Managers.

Sarah Ketterer 
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COURTESY CAUSEWAY CAPITAL MANAGEMENT



To determine if a Fund is appropriate investment for you, carefully consider the Fund’s investment 
objectives, risk factors, charges and expenses before investing. This and other information can be 
found in the Fund’s full or summary prospectus, which may be obtained by calling 1-866-947-7000. 
Read it carefully before investing. 

Risk Disclosure 

Investing involves risk including loss of principal. There is no guarantee that the Causeway Funds will 
meet their stated objectives. In additional to the normal risks associated with investing, international 
investments may involve risk of capital loss from unfavorable fluctuation in currency values, from 
differences in generally accepted accounting principles or from economic or political instability in other 
nations. Emerging markets involve heightened risks related to the same factors as well as increased 
volatility and lower trading volume. Investments in smaller companies involve additional risks and 
typically exhibit higher volatility. 

This communication expresses the portfolio managers' views as of the date it was created and should 
not be relied on as research or investment advice regarding any stock or sector. These views and 
characteristics are subject to change. There is no guarantee that any forecasts made will come to pass.  

Causeway Funds are distributed by SEI Investments Distribution Co, (SIDCO), 1 Freedom Valley Drive, 
Oaks, PA 19456, which is not affiliated with Causeway Capital Management LLC. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


